
BPF-16100, 100" X 16 GAUGE
FLOOR MODEL HAND BRAKE
754115

To accommodate space restraints in your shop, as well as forming and shaping

needs of your operation JET Bench and Floor Model Hand Brakes, Bench Model Box

and Pan Brakes, and Floor Model Box and Pan Brakes are designed to deliver

superior accuracy and durability. Finger width assortments and removable finger

sections enhance overall productivity in your facility. JET Brakes are built rugged to

provide superior satisfaction with every bend you make

14 Gauge maximum capacity for aluminum and copper alloys

16 Gauge maximum capacity for mild-steel

18 Gauge maximum capacity for stainless steel

All body sections are welded steel plate

All body sections are welded steel plate with heavy truss rods and braces

designed to give greater strength and durability

Both the bed and apron are bored in line to assure the utmost accuracy

Stop rod for repeat bending

Wide assortment of finger widths allow greater versatility in the shop

With fingers installed it can be used as a full-length nose bar, turning the machine

into a straight bending brake

FEATURES

JET RED ASSURANCE 2-YEAR WARRANTY
JET warrants every product it sells. If one of our tools needs service or repair, one of our Authorized Service Centers located throughout the United States can give you quick service. In most

cases, any of these JPW Industries Authorized Service Centers can authorize warranty repair, assist you in obtaining parts, or perform routine maintenance and major repair on your JET

tools. For the name of an Authorized Service Center in your area call 1-800-274-6848.



BPF-16100, 100" X 16 GAUGE
FLOOR MODEL HAND BRAKE
754115

Bending Length Capacity

(In.)
100

Style (Type) Floor Box and Pan

Maximum Box Depth (In.) 4

Maximum Lift of Beam (In.) 2-1/4

Beam Adjustment (Front to

Rear) (In.)
1

Mild Steel Capacity

(Gauge)
16

Number and Width of

Fingers (In.)

15 (4@12in, 4@6in, 3@5in, 1@4in, 1@3-1/2in,

1@3in, 1@2-1/2in)

Nose Radius (In.) 1/32

Weight (Lbs.) 2450

Finger Nose Angle (Deg.) 45

Overall Dimensions (L x W

x H) (In.)
140 x 30 x 76

SPECIFICATIONS


